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Installing the DDXInstalling the DDX

Pre-requisitesPre-requisites

Before starting to install the DDX you will need:

1. To have signed our Data Confidentiality Agreement
2. Have both a vnuID (Unique Venue Identifier) and a Serial Key.
3. Have the latest version of the DDX

You may also wish to review the DDX Technical Specification.

You should also ensure that your ticketing system is compatible and that you have the correct
type of DDX for your system

What Sort of DDX do I Need?What Sort of DDX do I Need?

We support many different ticketing systems and we have two solutions to synchronise your
ticketing data with us.

If your ticketing system is in the following list, there is no need to install any software on your
Box Office, but you will need to contact Purple Seven with the required details:

The installation ProcessThe installation Process

If you have one of the following ticketing systems you will likely need to install the DDX on your
servers.

• Enta
• PatronBase
• Tessitura
• Audience View (not for hosted sites)
• Red 61
• Pro-Venue Databox (32bit only)
• Pro-Venue Max
• SRO (aka; TopTix, PatronEdge)

If your system is hosted with your ticketing provider you can ask them to either add you to their
existing DDX or they should install a new one.
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Open the installerOpen the installer

Double click on the installer.
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Click InstallClick Install

Accept the defaults here, The destination folder is the folder where the files will be extracted to
- NOT installed.
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DDX Set-up Wizard - Click nextDDX Set-up Wizard - Click next

Select the installation FolderSelect the installation Folder
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Normally you can accept the default Folder that is presented. Ensure that "Everyone" is
selected and don't select "Just Me". If you select "Just Me" some features including the
scheduler will not work

Confirm your installationConfirm your installation
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Wait a few seconds.Wait a few seconds.

This step takes only a few seconds. Sit back till you see the next screen
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You've installed itYou've installed it

Now it's finished - just click close

ConfigurationConfiguration
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Open the Application from your start menuOpen the Application from your start menu

First Check your internet settingsFirst Check your internet settings
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Click on the Tab at the top of the screen labeled Internet Settings. Push the Test Internet
Connection. This tests the DDX's ability to communicate with our server (not just the ability to
connect to the internet). If the internet connection fails, it is likely that you are not connected
to the internet. So try opening a web page in your web browser. If this doesn't work you will
need to resolve this before continuing with the installation.

If your web browser connects to the internet but the Test Internet Connection button returns a
failure - it's likely that your IT network uses a Proxy Server - you will need to contact your IT
administrator to input the correct details here.

Add your Venue to the Settings tabAdd your Venue to the Settings tab

Make sure you have the "Venue ID" and "Serial Number" to hand, then click on "Add Venue"
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Enter the venue detailsEnter the venue details

The number in the picture correspond with the numbering below.

1. Add the Serial Key. You need to obtain this from Purple Seven. This should contain no
spaces. It is not case sensitive but as a rule all letters should be in caps.

2. Enter the Venue name. This is a free space text box and is for your information only
3. Enter the Venue ID: You need to obtain this from Purple Seven. This is a number and

should contain no letters or symbols
4. Select your ticketing system from the drop down box. If your ticketing system is not listed,

please contact Purple Seven. The remaining instructions are for SQL based ticketing
systems (i.e. not Databox or Pro Venue Max) - see separate instructions

5. You can turn off the DDX by leaving this tick box blank. This will save your settings but will
never send data to Purple Seven until it has been ticked.

6. Here you need to enter what's called a Connection String. This is a standard piece of text
that connects to the SQL database. It contains 4 pieces of information which you may need
to ask your Ticketing Supplier for. These are:

• Server - The name of your SQL Server Instance
• UID- The user name by which to connect to the database
• PWD: the password for the User name you provided.
• Database: the name of the database that contains the ticketing information

Alternatively your ticketing provider may advocate a Trusted Connection.

Here are some examples of the two different types of connection string.
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The following is known as "SQL Server Authentication". Values inside [] are for example only -
when you replace the values you should also remove the [ ]

• Server=[TicketingServer];UID=[Jim];PWD=[123456];Database=[TixDB]

The second type of connection string is known as "Windows Authentication". It uses the user
name and password of your windows PC to connect to the SQL server. Again, replace the [ ] in
the example below when you do it for real

• Server=[TicketingServer];Trusted_connection=True;Database=[TixDB]

Test your connection StringTest your connection String

Push the Test Connection String Button - if SQL Server has allowed you to connect, you will get
this message.

You may get an error message which may mean that the any one of the pieces of information
you entered were not correct - Check these before trying again.

If you can not get the Test to return the above message you may need to contact your IT
Administrator or your Ticketing Provider,
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Click Apply!Click Apply!

When you you have inputted all the data correctly - don't forget to click apply!

SettingsSettings
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Now you have successfully configured your venue, from the Settings tab, you can:

1. Delete this venue - Click the red cross
2. Edit the information - click the notepad icon
3. Enable / disable the DDX for this venue by checking or unchecking this box
4. If you are a ticketing provider who is installing the DDX on a shared server where the DDX

needs to power more than 1 venue - you can add further venues by clicking the Add Venue
button

Schedule the time you want the DDX to runSchedule the time you want the DDX to run

To schedule the DDX to run everyday at a specified time, Click on the Schedule Tab and set the
time you want the DDX to wake up and send the data. - Don't forget to hit the Apply button to
save your changes.

Note: try not to set the DDX to run on the hour (i.e where Minutes = 00) wherever possible.
Choose the minutes at random (if you have the freedom to do this). Ensure that the DDX won't

run when your back up or other maintenance is running. It won't interfere with your backups
but it also won't send the data.
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Control Panel TabControl Panel Tab

Your Venue is only displayed on the Control Panel tab when you have checked the "Enabled"
tick box on the Settings. If you want to test an upload - or if at a later date you want to run the
DDX manually - you can simply place a tick in the radio button (highlighted on the above
screenshot) and press the Extract & Upload button.

The Log...The Log...

Sometimes you may encounter difficulties with the installation or, something that you are
unaware of has changed and the DDX not longer operates. When this happens it might be
helpful to send us the contents of the Log. to get this simply click "View Log" and send us the
file that loads up.
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Troubleshooting the schedulerTroubleshooting the scheduler

If the DDX is not automatically running as expected you can follow these steps to help
resolve the issue.

Check Scheduler has been setCheck Scheduler has been set

1. Open DDX software
2. Go to Schedule tab
3. Select a time 2 or 3 minutes from current time
4. Click on Apply button
5. Please contact Purple Seven to check whether the scheduled upload started or not
6. Change the time back to the old one
7. Click on Apply button
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Check DDX scheduler servicesCheck DDX scheduler services

1. Press CTL,ALT and DEL together to get Windows Task Manager
2. Go To Services tab
3. Then Click on Services Button in Service tab as shown below
4. In the popup window find DDXSchedulerService. Check the Status. If it is not started right

click and start the scheduler.
5. Repeat the steps in the previous section "Check Scheduler has been setCheck Scheduler has been set"

This should resolve the issue with the scheduler.

If the DDX scheduler refuses to work... You'll need to create aIf the DDX scheduler refuses to work... You'll need to create a
windows scheduled task - follow these steps:windows scheduled task - follow these steps:
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Set-up a Windows Scheduled TaskSet-up a Windows Scheduled Task

1. Start > All Programs > Accessories > System Tools > Task Scheduler. Windows may ask for
permission to Continue Click Accept

2. Click on Action -> Create Task

Create a new taskCreate a new task

General TabGeneral Tab
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1. Name DDX
2. Tick “Run whether user is logged on or not”
3. Tick “Run with highest privileges”

In the Security Options, make sure that the user set to run the task has sufficient admin
privileges. If you use a persons user credentials here, be aware that this task will stop running if
their account is deactivated after they leave. Ideally you will create a new windows user called
DDX User to run this task.

Create a new triggerCreate a new trigger

Click on the triggers tabClick on the triggers tab

1. Click New
2. Settings = Daily
3. Set time you would like the DDX to run
4. Tick “Stop task if it runs longer than:” set to 4 hours
5. Tick “Enabled”
6. Click OK
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Create a new ActionCreate a new Action

1. Action = “Start a program”
2. In “Program/script:” Browse to the DDX (normally C:\Program Files(x86)\P7\DDX\DDX2.3 (the

Application))
3. In “Add arguments (optional)" type: -u
4. Click OK
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Edit settings on the conditions tabEdit settings on the conditions tab

1. Tick “Start the task only if the computer is on AC power?
2. Tick “Stop if the computer switches to battery power
3. Tick “Wake the computer to run this task”

Settings tabSettings tab

1. Tick “Allow the task to be run on demand”
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2. For “Stop the task if it runs longer than:” select 4 hours
3. Click OK

All Done!All Done!

You've now set-up the scheduled task to automatically run the DDX.
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Manually trigger the DDX (version 2.3)Manually trigger the DDX (version 2.3)

Sometimes it's helpful to manually trigger the DDX to send the latest data to Purple Seven.
You may want to do this if:

1. The DDX has not uploaded for a period of time or
2. You have a need to immediately update the statistics in your account.

This article is valid for the version of DDX 2.0 - 2.4 and is only relevant for the installed
version of the DDX (i.e. if you run Spektrix,, the web version of Advanced Ticketing, Seat
Advisor or Ticketsolve you should contact Purple Seven support in order to manually trigger
the data feed).

Open the DDXOpen the DDX

You will need to be logged on to the computer where the DDX is installed. It is also a good idea
to logged in as an Administrator.
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Select the account you want to uploadSelect the account you want to upload

Most organisations will see a screen with only one organisation listed. if this is the case you
should simply click on the option box next to the account name then click "Extract & Upload".

If you run a data centre and have multiple accounts simply select theIf you run a data centre and have multiple accounts simply select the
account you want to uploadaccount you want to upload

Note: if the account isn't listed on the tab "Control PanelControl Panel" you will need to add (and EnableEnable) it on
the "SettingsSettings" tab.
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Monitor ProgressMonitor Progress

You will see that the DDX is uploading by looking at the status bar at the bottom
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Close the DDXClose the DDX

When you are done - simply close the DDX.
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DDX Configuration: ViaDDX Configuration: Via

This article describes the process to configure the DDX version 2.0+ for Red61's Ticketing
system called Via. Before commencing, ensure you have installed the DDX software on the
machine that has access to the MySQL database containing the Via data.

Create a new Venue in the DDXCreate a new Venue in the DDX

Open the DDX software, click on the Settings tab then click on Add Venue

Complete SettingsComplete Settings

Enter the Serial Key and venue ID values (obtain these from Purple Seven). Complete the Venue
Name field (free text for your reference only) and select the Via Ticketing system. When you
select the Via Ticketing System, the right side of the screen will change to accept settings for the
Via ticketing system.
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Complete Via Connection SettingsComplete Via Connection Settings

In this screen you will need to add the specific settings in order to connect to the Via Ticketing
system. You can find many of the settings from the MySQL page by opening the My SQL
Workbench and clicking on Server Status

Test the connectionTest the connection

When you have entered all the required details - click on Test Connection.
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Failed?Failed?

If the Test Connection returns this message: Connection string test failed: ERROR [IM002]Connection string test failed: ERROR [IM002]
[MIcrosoft][ODBC Driver Manager] Data source name not found and no default driver specified.[MIcrosoft][ODBC Driver Manager] Data source name not found and no default driver specified.
You may need to change the driver that is being used. First you need to figure out what drivers

are available. To do this open Data Sources (ODBC)Data Sources (ODBC) in Administrative ToolsAdministrative Tools within the ControlControl
PanelPanel and click AddAdd on the System DSNSystem DSN tab
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Copy this to the registryCopy this to the registry

CAUTION: you can cause serious damage to your PC by making changes in the registry - you
should only attempt the following if you are competent at doing this. Purple Seven takes no
responsibility for you following these steps.

Take a note of the driver name (the exact string) in the example above you would copy MySQLMySQL
ODBC 5.3 ANSI Driver.ODBC 5.3 ANSI Driver. Open Regedit on your PC. Navigate to the folder as follows

Modify the connection stringModify the connection string

Edit the connStrconnStr setting and replace the current driver value with the new one.
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TestTest

When you have modified the connection string in the registry, click OK. Note DO NOT press
apply in the DDX Settings tab otherwise this will overwrite the settings in the registry and you
will have to redo this step. The test connection button only tests the visible settings on the
page so you can not test your changes. Instead attempt to perform an upload by clicking
extract and Upload. You may wish to co-ordinate with Purple Seven in advance to make sure
that you are not uploading large volumes of data. You can check the log to see if it was
successful.
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Manual data extractionsManual data extractions

When performing a manual data extract, the following process will be undertaken to ensure
accurate data has been provided and is uploaded for its intended use.

Step 1. The data extractionStep 1. The data extraction

If you haven't already had the instructions for data extractions let us know and we'll send them
through to you. Please follow these exactly to ensure accurate data extraction.

Once you have extracted the data, please give it a quick look over. A spot check of random
records is a great way to ensure that the extract has gone to plan.

Step 2. Send us your dataStep 2. Send us your data

Once you're happy, please send us the data through We Transfer secure ftp.

https://purpleseven.wetransfer.com/

Step 3. Purple Seven process the dataStep 3. Purple Seven process the data

Once we receive the data we will give it a quick spot check too.

Before the data is processed a report to audit what has been sent over to Purple Seven will be
produced and sent back to the venue to sense check. If an agency is involved in the project the
audit will also be sent to them.

The audit will report the data we have been provided. For example, a count of records per field.

Through this process we will flag up any fields where 50% of the records provided are blank.

Step 4. Confirmation of data accuracyStep 4. Confirmation of data accuracy

Once the audit has been sent we ask for confirmation that the data is accurate to your
knowledge and accurate for the purpose of the project.

• If the data is not correct then the process above will be repeated.
• If the data is correct the data will be processed directly ready for use.
• If we do not receive confirmation then we will put the process on hold.
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Step 5. Ready to go!Step 5. Ready to go!

Once we have confirmation that the data is ready to be processed we will add it to a unique
database over the following 7 working days.

The data will be processed in order to be used for the analysis and/or solutions required.
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Sending data by FTPSending data by FTP

IntroductionIntroduction

This guide will talk you through sending data to Purple Seven via FTP. You would only need
to do this by pre-arrangement with Purple Seven and you will likely have navigated to this
article from an email that we have sent to you about this.

InstallationInstallation

You will need to have an 'FTP Client' installed on your computer. We use Filezilla, which is free,
opensource and easy to use. You can find more information about Filezilla on their webpage
filezilla-project.org.

Follow the installation instructions for your chosen client.

 Whichever FTP software client you choose to use, you should take normal precautions
to ensure the software is appropriate and safe to use. You download and install
software on your computer at you own risk. Purple Seven is unable to provide
technical support with installing software on your computers.

Using FilezillaUsing Filezilla

When you open filezilla you will be presented with some blank fields at the top of the screen.
These are highlighted in the screenshot below.

• Host
• Username
• Password
• Port

You should have received an email from Purple Seven containing the details you need to use
above. We may also have made arrangements to send you the password using a different
media than email.
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 Note: You may not have been provided with a port number. In this case you can leave
it blank

Press the Quickconnect button and you should then be connected to our servers. In the
window below the Host you will see some text. If you have connected succesfully you will text a
bit like this:

If you see red text saying that Filezilla could not connect, check your credentials and try again.
If you still can not connect, please contact Purple Seven.

Uploading a fileUploading a file

Uploading a file is easy and you have two choices - either of which work fine.

• Drag and Drop
• Navigate
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Drag and DropDrag and Drop

To drag and drop a file, simply navigate to your file using Window Explorer and drag the file into
the right hand white box as per the illustration below:

NavigateNavigate

You can use the window on the upper left hand of Filezilla to navigate to the folder that
contains the file you want to upload. Your files will appear in the lower left hand window -
simply drag the file to the lower right hand window as in the diagram below:
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 You can see that your file has been successful by looking at the bottom of the screen
and your file should appear in the right hand side of the screen. If it doesn't appear
click the refresh button on the tool bar:
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Updating your DDX notification preferencesUpdating your DDX notification preferences
Users can choose to receive email notifications about their DDX to let them know when there is
an issue with the data feed.

These are automated messages sent from our systems.

1. Go to your VS Account and login

2. On the main menu, go to HELP > CONFIGURATION

3. A new menu appears on the left hand side of the screen, select MY DETAILS

4. On your details page, select EDIT USER
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5. In your user settings, navigate to the EMAIL ON DDX FAILURE check box. If this is checked,
you will receive the automated emails. If it is un-checked you will not.

6. Make the required changes to your settings and hit the SAVE button.

If you need any further assistance, please contactIf you need any further assistance, please contact

support@purpleseven.com or call us +44 (0)203 0211 644support@purpleseven.com or call us +44 (0)203 0211 644
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